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About This Game
Escape Goat is a puzzle platformer where you take control of a goat, who has been imprisoned for witchcraft, and overcome
traps and obstacles to escape the Prison of Agnus. Fear not, for with your supreme agility, sturdy horns, and the help of a magic
mouse friend, you can turn the tables on foes and use the environment to your advantage.

Ten unique zones to conquer. Can you reach and rescue the friendly sheep in each?
Tackle over 50 rooms of puzzles. Find hidden machinery and destructible elements to transform them and reach the
exit!
Built-in, fully featured level editor. Create, modify and share entire game worlds.
Escape Goat reigned for 20 months at the #1 spot on the IndieGamerChick leaderboard (November 2011-July 2013)!
The sheep are slumbering... can you awaken them all?
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spaceBOUND is a little hard at some points, but overall is a great game. The gameplay is fun, the levels are unique, and I have a
feeling this game will do really well.. I rate this game 3.5\/5. Pretty good.
This is a fun, fairly frenetic puzzle game about running various very busy and inherently unsafe airports full of exciting closecalls. You play an air-traffic controller and try to keep planes which are in the process of taking off or landing from crashing
into one another. This game is very far from being realistic but is fast-paced, stressful but sort of cute and fun at the same time.
I'm not very good at this game but it was still fun trying it out. There are a lot of runways to choose from along with several
gameplay modes. There are also other airports which you can unlock as you complete the various challenges the game throws at
you. A good, though very challenging, little game.. The graphics are awesome and puzzles are really unique and fun to solve.
The voice acting was a little bit annoying at first, but I kinda like it now. The only actual problem for some people may be the
playtime for this price point, but not for me; I think it's really worth it. If you like clever puzzle games and beautiful graphics
give this game a chance!
Highly recommended!. This game is very buggy at the stage it's at. It is impossible play at the stage it's of because of lag, and a
certain glitch that makes it basicly impossible to log into a singleplayer world. I have a very powerful computer and it still
freezes, lags and crashes when I try to play it. I would not recommend this game at the price it is because at $9.99 I would atleast
expect a game that I can play even if it's not finished. I would wait until the game is a bit farther developed to buy.. This is the
Oviraptor Premium skin witch means you can be a oviraptor as zou can see on this pictures.
This is the most top rated skins.
To select this skin in game you have to be in a ''NOVARAPTOR'' dinosaur selector.
You have a little arrows at the left middle of the screen and there is ''Current Skin.''
Click on any of the arrows and you will be a oviraptor (the skin).

I LIKE IT, IF SOMEONE DON'T I DON'T CARE ANYMORE! <---------. This game is absolute garbage. Do not listen to
people who tell you this is for hardcore players and all that crap.
This game is made hard by actual difficulty but just by horrible game design.
-It starts right at the beginning, you need to gather comanions, every companion costs gold, you do not see how much gold you
have, to this point i still don't know how much gold i have at the beginning or where to see it.
-So you gather companions, they all have an alignment and a class, nowhere do you get to know beforehand what an alignment
or a class does, you just take it and deal with it.
You loot a bunch of stuff that breaks all the time
-The dungeons are a nightmare, the layouts make no sense whatsoever, it all looks the same, like if you close your eyes spin a bit
you would be lost for hours because you would not know in which direction you go or came from, no indicators of where to go,
if you do not have a map or lookup online you are stuck wandering for hours unless you get lucky and randomly stumble upon
the right path.
-Combat is a joke. You just press attack most of the time and HOPE it hits because attacks have a chance to hit and spells are
insanely limited, you recruit a mage but can't cast spells like what the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
-And boy the interface is horrible, it's the worst thing i have ever seen, you almost need a tutorial just to use the interface.
-Lastly the graphics are horrible aswell.
Bottom line : stay away from this game, it's not worth your time. There is no difficulty just frustration born of developper
incompetence.. Not as good as FPS 98 at all.
Needs
Abilities to build uniforms the way you want to, color wheel, fonts, stripes, helmets, facemasks, socks.
Abilities to build your own roster or modify a current roster
Abilities to modify all the teams in league (Logo, Fields, Uniforms, Coachs ect)
Abilities to set league size and leage rules
Abilities to select pre set league rules\/sizes (ie CFL, AFL, NFL, NCAA, Highschool)
These were the quickest things I was extremely disappointed with.
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Oh, also the first and foremost thing the game needs to not lock up and crash every time you try to advance a week.
Another review talks about all the missing rules and other things that are messed up. I can even get to that poin in the game.
Read the other reviews as well!
. I really like the concept behind this game. I look forward to seeing where it goes.
Positives:
The game has interesting presentation, aside from a sort of view tilt that feels a bit off. Crew members appear to react to the
actions of the player. Ship gameplay is interesting, and the decision-making aspect has promise.
Negatives:
Current variety of events and crew dialogue are limited and repeat fairly frequently, although hopefully that will expand with
updates. The minigame that the player must play for each decision event is repetitive, bland, and seems arbitrary and unrelated
to the higher-level gameplay. This minigame could make sense for sensors or piloting events, but doesn't make sense for
character events, etc.
Overall, the game gets old pretty fast in its current state, but has a lot of potential. It is a good idea, and one that I hope to see
polished in the future. At present, I don't recommend buying the game unless you want to follow along with developer updates.
I look forward to seeing where this goes from here.
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Completley unrealistic. I went between York and Thrisk a journey of just over 20 miles, and it didn't break down once.. A very
fun platformer that follows the vein of Donkey Kong Country: Returns. My only criticism is that the bonus levels repeat
themselves; having a variety (like the SNES Donkey Kong Country 2 and 3 games) would be awesome.. Puzzle Strike is the best
deckbuilding game I've ever played, and the port is adequate (not to mention way cheaper than a physical copy).
The online community seems to be dead, but it's well worth getting just to play with friends.. AN AMAZING GAME
Somehow I was about to lose this "little" gem. Fortunately, Steam, for once, did his job and recommended it to me.
THE GAME
Starting the game you can choose between Leon (Magician) and Ancoran (Ranger). After a short but useful tutorial, the
prologue begins. The choices you make will influence the whole story. Little spoiler: who would not want a dragon ally?
At the end of the prologue the second phase begins, where you will be free to choose one of the four characters.
One thing I liked a lot is the alternative stories, discovering them and seeing what would have changed is really a lot of fun.

POSITIVES
- truly epic illustrations
- Music comparable to the soundtrack of a film
- History well written and full of twists

DOWNSIDES
- it's very easy to die, if you forget to use a manual rescue you're screwed
- some Steam trophies are challenging

In conclusion: The Ballad Singer is really a game to try, the experience is really good. Prepare a tea (in my case whiskey) and
admire the illustrations while the narrator tells you the story!. Really enjoying this so far, it reminds me of the original Fallout
games but with updated graphics and a Steampunk feel. The default keyboard layout was a bit off for me but after setting up my
own keybindings I'm loving it.
Pros
Steampunk genre with some nice alt earth twists
RPG storyline with choices
Nice but simple graphics
Good atmospheric soundeffects
tactical battles
Cons
Would have liked to see voice acting for important characters
Music seems out of place for the genre
Default keybindings are confusing (But easy to adjust)
Summary, A fun game to play, which I hope will captivate me as much as the original Fallout and Bouldersgate titles did.
(I'll update this once I've progressed further into the game). From my point of view, this is best medieval game because you can
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build your own kingdom and control your story line, also you can hire lords on your side if you are the King.
People can't wait for Bannerlord so I am. I hope Bnnerlord will be more diverse than i can imagine
So, I recommend this game. This is my first Steam Review - i had to share with you how utterly terrible this game is. I am
anoyed at myself that i purchaed it on trust before there were reviews. Its utter garbage.
Gunrange - this is not an accurate description, pporly scripted and unusable objects - is a betterone.
save your money for somethign of value to your life.
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